Become an expert.
Saurer Academy
Learn when and where it suits
you – anywhere and at any
time. Become an expert with
the new Saurer Academy.
Motivated and well trained
employees form the basis for
the best possible operation of
your installation – and thus for
maximum profit.
Success factor training
For many years, Saurer has offered individual training
sessions and seminars in the form of classroom
training sessions, which are provided worldwide,
directly at the machines of our customers and in our
Customer Technology Centres. We know that sending
employees on external courses is not always possible.
For this reason, we have now added a comprehensive
range of training courses online. The training portal of
the Saurer Academy shows you all the essential
training courses for your team.

Features und Benefits

Classroom training bookings
All current training session offers are clearly
displayed in the training catalogue and can be
booked online.

→→Learn anywhere and instantly
Reduced travel time and costs, perfect integration of training courses into the daily work routine
– when and where they fit best

Online training
E-learning courses are offered for all Saurer
machines with multimedia, audiovisual training
material that explains complex circumstances and
processes in a clear and easily understandable way.

→→Quick learning success
Through training contents and media that have
been perfectly prepared for the educational
purpose

→→Optimised machine and system operation
Solid training by product and process experts for
smooth and thus profitable operation of your
systems

→→Faster error detection through acquired expertise
Deeper understanding of the machines and their
assemblies, transfer of textile technology
knowledge along the entire textile chain
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→→Motivated staff
Appreciation and personal success through
targeted employee development

Saurer

Become an expert

Example of a WBT on the CompactTwister with a section recap.

Example of a textile technology WBT on the subject of splicing.

Contents of the offer from the Saurer Academy
The Saurer Academy is an online platform for a
large number of training and further education
offers. It enables the booking and use of individual
services adapted to the needs of each participant.

Learning cards
Learning cards provide the most important information on a topic or product briefly and clearly at
a glance. For example, they contain technical information or FAQs about an upgrade or a machine
function.

Examples of course contents:
ʸʸ training courses on the function, operation and
maintenance of Saurer machines and their
assemblies
ʸʸ textile technology training courses
The Saurer Academy offers you
ʸʸ online bookings for classroom and web-based
training sessions
ʸʸ e-learning offers with meaningful training
materials such as
ʸʸ animations
ʸʸ videos
ʸʸ learning cards
ʸʸ web-based trainings (WBTs)
ʸʸ virtual classroom courses

Saurer Academy

Web-based trainings (WBTs)
WBTs give you and your employees the flexibility
to decide for yourselves when, where and at what
pace they want to learn. The quiz function after
individual chapters and at the end of each WBT
allows self-monitoring and checking of the learning
workload.
Virtual classroom (VC)
with interactive training and online feedback
The virtual classroom creates a learning situation
with direct communication between speaker and
participants. The programme offers structured
audio communication and the distribution of roles.
The participants are involved in the presentation
interactively using a multi-user board with an
action bar and speech bubbles.
Spontaneous questions can be answered immediately in this format; comments and suggestions can
be answered practically and descriptively.
Order numbers
All offers from the Saurer Academy can be booked
online on the platform.
Application area
For all Saurer products
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